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Wholesale Information

To order:

Email - sales@theharrogatecandlecompany.com

Call - 07414 960097 



Fiona Carr and Deborah Wilson first established The Harrogate Candle

Company in 2012. Their purpose was clear: to create a luxury candle using only

high-quality, natural essential oils which would positively enhance mood and

stimulate different emotions (all while being competitively priced, they call this

'affordable luxury').

Recently rebranded, Dome of Harrogate is now a desirable, luxury brand both in

the UK and internationally, and is a firm favourite with customers and stockists

alike.

The brand has grown over the past 9 years to become one of the leaders in

their field. They pride themselves on staying at the forefront of manufacturing,

constantly researching waxes, fragrances & exploring the sustainability of their

products. Dome of Harrogate strives to continually improve & re-imagine

concepts to create new collections & products for you all to enjoy.

 

About Us

"... affordable luxury"



Their research and development led them to create five signature

fragrances for their flagship Mood Collection; Happy, Inspire, Lovely,

Divine, and Dream. Plus, a seasonal sixth; Orange and Cinnamon. 

Our revolutionary home fragrances have been designed with specific &

expertly blended essentials oils that positively enhance an individuals

mood. It has been scientifically proven that scent can evoke certain

emotions. Our Mood Collection amplifies optimism, happiness & allows

individuals to pause to enjoy our products in their own home. 

Dome of Harrogate not only focuses on providing products that support

well-being & smell amazing, but they look stunning in the home.

The Mood Collection

"...amplifies optimism & happiness"



LIVE HAPPY. THINK HAPPY. BE HAPPY

Stimulate your mind and awaken your senses to the fresh and vibrant

fragrance of Happy. A perfect fusion of zesty limes and warming black

pepper oil carry you to a place of happiness and contentment. This

spicy, exciting scent will lift and enhance your happy mood and

delight your lovely home. So, revive and shine.

Happy 
Lime & Black Pepper



Evoke a feeling of positivity and stir your mind into action with the

refreshing and revitalising Inspire fragrance. Our blend of Eucalyptus,

Geranium, and Orange Blossom provides the ideal combination to

inspire a day of happy thoughts and a feeling of well-being. Surrender

your anxiety and feel energised; feel inspired.

Inspire 
Geranium, Eucalyptus & Orange 

LIVE INSPIRE. THINK INSPIRE. BE INSPIRE



Smell the beautiful aroma of our Lovely fragrance and be transported

to an English rose garden in summertime. The delicate balance

between the refreshing pink pepper oil and the soothing rose oil

creates a delightful floral fragrance designed to stimulate, soothe

and comfort. So, close your eyes and create your feeling of

loveliness.

 

 

Lovely
Rock Rose & Pink Pepper

LIVE LOVELY. THINK LOVELY. BE LOVELY



Divine
Dark Amber & Sandalwood

LIVE DIVINE. THINK DIVINE. BE DIVINE

Fall in to a Divine world and become wrapped in the heavenly scent of

Sandalwood.  Dark Amber and Sandalwood combine perfectly to create

a rich, sensual fragrance that fills your senses, and your home, and

provides the perfect ambience for you to relax and unwind after the

stresses of the day. So, sit back, unwind and give in to relaxation.



Dream
Lavender &Vanilla Musk 

LIVE DREAM. THINK DREAM. BE DREAM

Slide into a Dream like mood with the comforting fragrance of Vanilla

Musk and Lavender. The calming effects of Vanilla Musk blended with

the relaxing properties of Lavender are a perfect aid for you to unwind

after a busy day.  To create that ‘look-after’ state of mind, simply relax

and let the Dream fragrance caress your cares away.



 

Orange & Cinnamon

Fill your home with the smooth and velvety fragrance of Orange and Cinnamon.

The sweet, juicy scent of orange and the soothing and calming properties of

Cinnamon & Clove create a happy feeling of contentment and relaxation. So,

why not let this aromatic blend of fruits and spices set the scene for the coming

season when happy memories are created. 

Beautifully presented in our stunning branded white glassware. 

"...create a happy feeling of contentment  "
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Products in the 

Mood Collection 

 20cl Candle

140g

Approx Burn: 25-30hrs

50cl Twin Wick Candle

390g

Approx Burn: 55hrs

9cl Candle

70g

Approx Burn: 15-18hrs

Mood Melts

20 melts. 

Approx Burn: 40hrs

Mood Collection Gift Set

5 x 9cl

30cl Candle

220g

Approx Burn: 40hrs 

All of our products are hand poured & have been made using a unique blend of essential

oils & the finest blend of natural and soy wax.  This ensures a beautiful clean, even burn &

allows an enhanced fragrance throw.

 

Available in all fragrances 
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200ml Reed Diffuser

100ml Mood Mist

200ml Diffuser Refill

Our Mood Diffusers, Oils & Mists have been created with a high content of essential oil

blends to produce long lasting & high performing scents that diffuse beautifully around the

room. 

 

100ml Reed Diffuser

10ml Mood Oil  Mood Oil Gift Set

6 x 10ml Oils

Mood Duo Gift Set

9cl & 100ml

Products in the 

Mood Collection 
Available in all fragrances 



 

This stunning Mood Pod, for use with our Mood Oils, instantly diffuses our

gorgeous aromatherapy fragrances safely around your home. The Dome ultrasonic

ceramic diffuser is stylish and elegant and emits a soft warm glow to aid

relaxation. Blending perfectly with any decor, our Mood Pod diffuser will make your

living space feel like a haven of calm as it disperses your favourite Mood fragrance

around your room.

Simply by adding water and a few drops of our stunning Mood Oils, it will, with the

press of a button, release heatless and completely safe, fine scented mist into the

atmosphere, stimulating your senses and enhancing your wellbeing.

Dome Mood  Pod

"...stylish and elegant  "


